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To solve the major problems existing in the management of companies, such as 
the abuse of controlling power, the unauthorized occupation of company capitals, the 
infringement of company interests through relevant transactions by directors, 
supervisors, senior administrative personnel, controlling shareholders, etc, in the 
recent amendment of Corporate Law and Securities Law, the legal sanction against 
relevant staffs is strengthened by laws and regulations which have specified their civil 
compensation responsibilities. The most prominent points in the amendment are 
manifested in the improvement of  direct suit brought by shareholder, the 
establishment of derivative suit brought by shareholder, and the bestowal on investors 
of the right to obtain judicial relief by the means of litigation. This amendment of 
Corporate Law and Securities Law has fully affirmed the great role of shareholder suit 
in enhancing the protection of investors’ rights and interests, raising the quality of 
legal enforcement and improving the management situation of companies. However, it 
has failed to provide specific standards on some substantiality issues, meanwhile, to 
fundamentally eliminate, in terms of Procedure Law, obstacles to the system of 
limiting direct class actions brought by shareholders, such as the restrictions on direct 
class actions, the inadequacy of lawsuit stimulation, etc. The studies by academic 
circles on the issue of shareholder suit seem abundant in number, but actually limited 
in scope with the majority articles focusing on the introduction and demonstration of 
derivative suit. Based on the research about direct suit, this thesis is aimed at putting 
forward some individual opinions and suggestions on the improvement of relevant 
issues in the Law of Corporation. 
Chapter One introduces basic theories on direct suit. It defines share right, 
shareholder’s suit right, as well as some concepts related to shareholder direct suit. 
Then it expounds jurisprudent foundation and practical significance of direct suit. And 
finally it presents the research methods of analyzing judicial relief to shareholder right 
on the basis of request right. 
Chapter Two studies direct suit from the perspective of Corporation Law and 
Securities Law. Taking the subject of litigation as standards, this chapter analyzes, 
under the framework of new Corporation Law, the suit cause of shareholders’ taking 















respectively. Moreover, taking the infringement upon rights of securities markets as 
examples, it also clarifies the request right foundation of direct class actions and the 
existing problems. 
Chapter Three makes a comparative study on legislation in the foreign system of 
direct suit. It collects and collates relevant stipulations of such major countries as the 
U.S., the U.K., Germany and Japan in common law and civil law. By contrast and 
analysis, this chapter provides experience and reference for improving China’s direct 
suit legislation. 
Chapter Four analyzes factors that restrict Chinese shareholder direct suit, and 
explores in particular the following problems: the lack of explicit criteria for 
distinguishing the limits between direct suit and derivative suit in the current 
corporation laws and regulations about entity; the unclear criteria for defining the 
responsibilities of directors and leading shareholders; the deficiency of stimulation 
measures about direct class actions in the procedure law; the joint of proceedings 
prescription; and so on. By drawing on the experience of other countries, this chapter 
puts forward some personal ideas and suggestions according to China’s actual 
situations. 
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